Abstract-Learning with non-modular losses is an important problem when sets of predictions are made simultaneously. The main tools for constructing convex surrogate loss functions for set prediction are margin rescaling and slack rescaling. In this work, we show that these strategies lead to tight convex surrogates iff the underlying loss function is increasing in the number of incorrect predictions. However, gradient or cutting-plane computation for these functions is NP-hard for non-supermodular loss functions. We propose instead a novel surrogate loss function for submodular losses, the Lov asz hinge, which leads to Oðp log pÞ complexity with OðpÞ oracle accesses to the loss function to compute a gradient or cutting-plane. We prove that the Lov asz hinge is convex and yields an extension. As a result, we have developed the first tractable convex surrogates in the literature for submodular losses. We demonstrate the utility of this novel convex surrogate through several set prediction tasks, including on the PASCAL VOC and Microsoft COCO datasets.
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INTRODUCTION
S TATISTICAL learning has largely addressed problems in which a loss function decomposes over individual training samples. However, there are many circumstances in which non-modular losses must be minimized. This is the case when multiple outputs of a prediction system are used as the basis of a decision making process that leads to a single real-world outcome. These dependencies in the effect of the predictions (rather than a statistical dependency between predictions themselves) are therefore properly incorporated into a learning system through a non-modular loss function. In this paper, we aim to provide a theoretical and algorithmic foundation for a novel class of learning algorithms that make feasible learning with submodular losses, an important subclass of non-modular losses that is currently infeasible with existing algorithms. This paper provides a unified and extended presentation of our conference paper [1] .
Convex surrogate loss functions are central to the practical application of empirical risk minimization. Straightforward principles have been developed for the design of convex surrogates for binary classification and regression [2] , and in the structured output setting margin and slack rescaling are two principles for defining convex surrogates for more general output spaces [3] . Despite the apparent flexibility of margin and slack rescaling in their ability to bound arbitrary loss functions, there are fundamental limitations to our ability to apply these methods in practice: (i) they provide only loose upper bounds to certain loss functions (cf. Propositions 1 & 2), (ii) computing a gradient or cutting plane is NP-hard for submodular loss functions, and (iii) consistency results are lacking in general [4] , [5] . In practice, modular losses, such as Hamming loss, are often applied to maintain tractability, although non-modular losses, such as the Jaccard loss have been applied in the structured prediction setting [6] , [7] . We show in this paper that the Jaccard loss is in fact a submodular loss, and our proposed convex surrogate provides a polynomial-time tight upper bound.
Non-modular losses have been (implicitly) considered in the context of multilabel classification problems. [8] uses the Hamming loss and subset 0-1 loss which are modular, and a rank loss which is supermodular; [9] introduces submodular pairwise potentials, not submodular loss functions, while using a non-submodular loss based on F-score. [10] uses (weighted) Hamming loss which is modular, but also proposes a new tree-based algorithm for training; [11] uses modular losses e.g., Hamming loss and F1 loss which is non-submodular. If the relevant loss at test time is nonmodular, it is essential to optimize the correct loss during training time [12] , [13] . However, non-supermodular loss functions are substantially more rare in the literature.
In this work, we introduce an alternate principle to construct convex surrogate loss functions for submodular losses based on the Lov asz extension of a set function. The Lov asz extension of a submodular function is its convex closure, and has been used in other machine learning contexts e.g., [14] , [15] . We analyze the settings in which margin and slack rescaling are tight convex surrogates by finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the surrogate function to be an extension of a set function. Although margin and slack rescaling generate extensions of some submodular set functions, their optimization is NP-hard. We therefore propose a novel convex surrogate for submodular functions based on the Lov asz extension, which we call the Lov asz hinge. In contrast to margin and slack rescaling, the Lov asz hinge provides a tight convex surrogate to all submodular loss functions, and computation of a gradient or cutting plane can be achieved in Oðp log pÞ time with a linear number of oracle accesses to the loss function. We demonstrate empirically fast convergence of a cutting plane optimization strategy applied to the Lov asz hinge, and show that optimization of a submodular loss results in lower average loss on the test set.
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a submodular loss function in the context of empirical risk minimization. The Structured Output SVM is one of the most popular objectives for empirical risk minimization of interdependent outputs, and we demonstrate its properties on non-modular loss functions in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce the Lov asz hinge as well as properties involving the convexity and computational complexity. We empirically demonstrate its performance first on a synthetic problem, then on image classification and labeling tasks on Pascal VOC dataset and the Microsoft COCO dataset in Section 6.
SUBMODULAR LOSS FUNCTIONS
In empirical risk minimization, we approximate the risk, R of a prediction function f : X ! Y by an empirical sum over losses incurred on a finite sample, using e.g., an i.i.d. sampling assumption [16] RðfÞ :¼ 1 n X n i¼1 Dðy i ; fðx i ÞÞ:
Central to the practical application of the empirical risk minimization principle, one must approximate, or upper bound the discrete loss function D with a convex surrogate. We will consider in the sequel an important special case of a discrete output space in which
for some positive integer p, and we assume fðxÞ ¼ signðgðxÞÞ;
where g : X ! R p is a parametrized prediction function to be optimized by empirical risk minimization.
Definition 1 (Convex surrogate loss function). A continuous loss function
is called a convex surrogate for a discrete loss function
if 1) 'ðy; ÁÞ is convex for any fixed y 2 Y; and 2) 8y 2 Y; x 2 R p ; 'ðy; xÞ ! Dðy; signðxÞÞ.
Thus, minimizing the empirical expectation of a convex surrogate of a discrete loss function minimizes an upper bound to the true empirical risk. We note a technicality that at x ¼ 0, signðxÞ is not well defined. For notational convenience in the sequel, when one or more components of the vector x are zero, we will mean by Dðy; signðxÞÞ the elementwise assignment of the zero components of x to the value in fÀ1; þ1g that is not equal to the corresponding component of the vector y.
We will identify the creation of a convex surrogate for a specific loss function with an operator that maps a function with a discrete domain to one with a continuous domain
where B is an operator that constructs the surrogate loss function from D.
A key property is the relationship between BD and D. In particular, we are interested in when a given surrogate strategy BD yields an extension of D (cf. Definition 4). We make this notion formal by identifying specific points of the loss function with a p-dimensional unit hypercube of R p . We say that BDðy; ÁÞ is an extension of Dðy; ÁÞ iff the functions are equal over the vertices of this unit hypercube. We focus on function extensions as they ensure a tight relationship between the discrete loss and the convex surrogate. We will revisit extensions of loss functions more formally in Section 3.1.
Set Functions and Submodularity
For many optimization problems, a function defined on the power set of a given base set V ¼ f1; . . . ; pg (p ¼ jV j), a set function is often taken into consideration to be minimized (or maximized). Submodular functions play an important role among these set functions, similar to convex functions on vector spaces. Submodular functions may be defined through several equivalent properties. We use the following definition [17] : Definition 2. A set function l : PðV Þ ! R is submodular if for all subsets A; B V , it holds lðAÞ þ lðBÞ ! lðA [ BÞ þ lðA \ BÞ:
An equivalent definition known as the diminishing returns property follows: for all B A & V and x 2 V n B, it holds lðB [ fxgÞ À lðBÞ ! lðA [ fxgÞ À lðAÞ:
A function is supermodular if its negative is submodular, and a function is modular if it is both submodular and supermodular. A modular function can be written as a dot product between a binary vector in f0; 1g p encoding a subset of V and a coefficient vector in R p which uniquely identifies the modular function. By example, Hamming loss is a modular function with a coefficient vector of all ones, and a subset defined by the entries that differ between two vectors.
Necessary to the sequel is the notion of monotone set functions 
In this paper, we consider loss functions for multiple outputs that are set functions where inclusion in a set is defined by a corresponding prediction being incorrect Dðy;ỹÞ ¼ lðfijy i 6 ¼ỹ i gÞ;
for some set function l. For a given groundtruth y, ðy;ỹÞ ! A :¼ fijy i 6 ¼ỹ i g, Dðy;ỹÞ ffi lðAÞ is an isomorphism. In the sequel when we say D is increasing we mean it is increasing w.r.t. the misprediciton set fijy i 6 ¼ỹ i g. Such functions are typically increasing, though it is possible to conceive of a sensible loss function that may not be increasing (e.g., when getting 50 percent recall is worse than making no prediction at all, as in the identification of cancer tissue).
With these notions, we now turn to an analysis of margin and slack rescaling, and show necessary and sufficient conditions for these operators to yield an extension to the underlying discrete loss function.
EXISTING CONVEX SURROGATES
In this section, we analyze two existing convex surrogates namely margin rescaling and slack rescaling. We determine necessary and sufficient conditions for margin and slack rescaling to yield an extension of the underlying set loss function, and address their shortcoming in the complexity of subgradient computation. Algorithm 1. Cutting Plane Algorithm for Solving the Problem in Equations (13) and (15) A general problem is to learn a mapping f from inputs x 2 X to discrete outputs (labels) y 2 Y. The Structured Output SVM (SOSVM) is a popular framework for doing so in the regularized risk minimization framework [3] , [18] . The approach that SOSVM pursues is to learn a function h : X Â Y ! R over input/output pairs from which a prediction can be derived by maximizing fðxÞ ¼ arg max y hðx; yÞ;
over the response from a given input x. The SOSVM framework assumes h to be represented by an inner product between an element of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space and some combined feature representation of inputs and outputs fðx; yÞ hðx; y; wÞ ¼ hw; fðx; yÞi;
although the notions of margin and slack rescaling may be applied to other function spaces, including random forests [19] and deep networks [20] .
A bounded loss function D : Y Â Y ! R quantifies the loss associated with a predictionỹ while the true value is y, and is used to re-scale the constraints. The parameters are estimated by solving the following optimization problem, with the margin-rescaling constraints and slack-rescaling constraints in Equations (14) and (15) , respectively
hw; fðx i ; y i Þi À hw; fðx i ;ỹÞi ! Dðy i ;ỹÞ À i or (14)
Dðy i ;ỹÞ hw; fðx i ; y i Þi À hw; fðx i ;ỹÞi ð Þ ! Dðy i ;ỹÞ À i : (15) A cutting plane algorithm is commonly used to solve it and one version of the approach with slack rescaling is shown in Algorithm 1.
In the sequel, we will consider the case that each x i 2 X is an ordered set of p elements, and that y i 2 Y is a binary vector in fÀ1; þ1g p . We consider feature maps such that
Given this family of joint feature maps, we may identify the jth dimension of g (cf. Equation (3)) with
Therefore arg max y2fÀ1;þ1g p hðx; y; wÞ ¼ signðgðxÞÞ and hðx; yÞ :¼ hgðxÞ; yi:
While this section is developed with a linearly parametrized function, the resulting surrogates in this paper provide valid subgradients with respect to more general (non-linear) functions. The treatment of optimization with respect to these more general function classes is left to future work.
Extension
In order to analyse whether an operator B yields extensions of D, we construct a mapping to a p-dimensional vector space using following definition:
Definition 4 (Extension of a discrete loss function). A convex surrogate loss function BD is an extension of D if for all y 2 Y, BDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ Dðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at all points such that gðxÞ y 2 f0; 1g p , where represents the element-wise Hadamard product of the two vectors (see Figs. 1 
and 3).
We note that this definition is a natural generalization of the usual notion of convex surrogates for binary prediction as tight upper bounds on the 0-1 step loss (see Fig. 2 ).
It will be useful to consider a mapping of the vector of margins (gðxÞ y) to a vector u such that 8j 2 f1; . . . ; pg; u j :
This mapping is illustrated in one dimension in Fig. 1 . In the sequel, we will use the notation for l : PðV Þ ! R as in Equation (10) . Note that at the vertices, Dðy; ÁÞ has the following values:
lðIÞ at fvjv 2 f0; 1g
We call lðIÞ the value of l at the vertex I. We denote the operators for margin and slack rescaling that map the loss function to its convex surrogates M and S, respectively. These operators have the same signature as B in Equation (6) MDðy; gðxÞÞ :¼ max 
respectively. 3.2 Slack Rescaling Proposition 1. SDðy; ÁÞ is an extension of a set function Dðy; ÁÞ iff Dðy; ÁÞ is an increasing function.
Proof. First we demonstrate the necessity. Given SDðy; ÁÞ an extension of Dðy; ÁÞ, we analyse whether Dðy; ÁÞ is an increasing function.
As SDðy; gðxÞÞ is an extension of Dðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ, by Definition 4, SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ Dðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at the vertices as in (20) and (21):
First, at u ¼ 0, where u is defined as in Equation (19), we have g j ðxÞy j ¼ 1 then implies g j ðxÞỹ j ¼ 1 in our binary cases. By definition in Equation (23), SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ lð;Þ is always true for arbitrary (including increasing) l.
Second, at u 2 R p n f0g, let I ¼ fiju i 6 ¼ 0g, then according to Equation (23) SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ max
Let
gðxÞÞ is an extension, we have
At the vertex
Meanwhile, as I 2 is the maximizer of Equation (24), 8I 1 2 PðV Þ n f;g
The last line is due to the fact that at the vertex, g i ðxÞy i ¼ f1; 0g p . Thus we have
Given SDðy; gðxÞÞ is an extension, SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ Dðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at the vertex I 2 . This leads also to two cases,
, which implies I 1 I 2 , then from Equation (25) we get lðI 2 Þ ! lðI 1 Þ. This implies that l and therefore D are increasing; 2) if jðV n I 2 Þ \ I 1 j ! 1, this means the right-hand side of Equation (25) is negative, then it turns out to be redundant with lðI 2 Þ ! 0 which is always true. To conclude, given SDðy; ÁÞ is an extension of a set function Dðy; ÁÞ, it is always the case that D is increasing.
To demonstrate the sufficiency, we need to show that if l is increasing, SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ Dðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at the vertices as in both (20) and (21):
First, at u ¼ 0, through the similar analysis as before, we always have u defined as in Equation (19) By definition in Equation (23), SDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ lð;Þ is always true. Second, at u 2 R p n f0g, denote one arbitrary vertex
Given l is increasing, 8I 1 I, we have lðI 1 Þ lðIÞ, and u i ¼ 1; i 2 I 1 , which leads to
As this I can an arbitrary one, we can then fine the maximizer of Equation (24) 
This means SDðy; ÁÞ ¼ lðI 2 Þ at this vertex I 2 .
By conclusion, we proved that SDðy; ÁÞ yields a extension of Dðy; ÁÞ iff Dðy; ÁÞ is increasing. t u
Margin Rescaling
It is a necessary, but not sufficient condition that Dðy;ỹÞ be increasing for margin rescaling to yield an extension. However, we note that for all increasing Dðy;ỹÞ there exists a positive scaling g 2 R such that margin rescaling yields an extension. This is an important result for regularized risk minimization as we may simply rescale D to guarantee that margin rescaling yields an extension, and simultaneously scale the regularization parameter such that the relative contribution of the regularizer and loss is unchanged at the vertices of the unit cube.
Proposition 2. For any loss function D corresponding to an increasing function l : 2 V ! R under the mapping in Equation (10), a positive factor g exists such that MgDðy; ÁÞ yields an extension of gDðy; ÁÞ. We denote MgD and gD as the rescaled functions.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 1, we analyse two cases to determine the values of MgDðy; gðxÞÞ: 1) if u ¼ 0; MgDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ glð;Þ where u is defined as in Equation (19) . It is typically the case that lð;Þ ¼ 0, but this is not a technical requirement. 2) if u 6 ¼ 0, let I ¼ fiju i 6 ¼ 0g, then MgDðy; gðxÞÞ takes the value of the following equation:
To satisfy Definition 4, we must find a g > 0 such that MgDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ gDðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at the vertices. Note that it is trivial when u ¼ 0 so the first case is true for arbitrary g > 0.
For the second case, let
gðxÞÞ is an extension, we have MgDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ gDðy; signðgðxÞÞÞ at the vertices I 2 , that is
Meanwhile, as I 2 is the maximizer of Equation (26), we also have
which implies that the scale factor should satisfy
This leads to the following cases:
and l is an increasing function so lðI 1 Þ lðI 2 Þ, then Equation (28) is always true as g > 0. 2) if jðV n I 2 Þ \ I 1 j 6 ¼ 0, we need to discuss between lðI 1 Þ and lðI 2 Þ: a) if lðI 2 Þ ¼ lðI 1 Þ, then Equation (28) becomes 0 ! ÀjðV n I 2 Þ \ I 1 j, for which the right-hand side is negative so it is always true.
for which the right-hand side is negative so it is redundant with g > 0 . c) if
for which the right-hand side is strictly positive so it becomes an upper bound on g . In summary the scale factor g should satisfy the following constraint for an increasing loss function l
Finally, we note that the rightmost ratio is always strictly positive. t u
Complexity of Subgradient Computation
Although we have proven that slack and margin rescaling yield extensions to the underlying discrete loss under fairly general conditions, their key shortcoming is in the complexity of the computation of subgradients for submodular losses. The subgradient computation for slack and margin rescaling requires the computation of arg max y Dðy;ỹÞð1 þ hðx;ỹÞ À hðx; yÞÞ;
and arg max y Dðy;ỹÞ þ hðx;ỹÞ;
respectively. For both margin and slack rescaling, a submodular function must be maximized as shown above, given that D is submodular. This computation is NP-hard, and such loss functions are not feasible with these existing methods in practice. Furthermore, approximate inference, e.g., based on [22] , leads to poor convergence when used to train a structured output SVM resulting in a high error rate (cf. Section 6, Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4). We therefore introduce the Lov asz hinge as an alternative operator to construct feasible convex surrogates for submodular losses.
LOV ASZ HINGE
We now develop our convex surrogate for submodular loss functions, which is based on the Lov asz extension. In the sequel, the notion of permutations is important. We denote a permutation of p elements by p ¼ ðp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p p Þ, where p i 2 f1; 2; . . . pg and p i 6 ¼ p j ; 8i 6 ¼ j. Furthermore, for a vector s 2 R p , we will be interested in the permutation p that sorts the elements of s in decreasing order, i.e., s
Without loss of generality, we will index the base set of a set function l by integer values, i.e., V ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; pg, so that for a permutation p, lðfp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p i gÞ is well defined.
Lov asz Extension
In this section, we introduce a novel convex surrogate for submodular losses. This surrogate is based on a fundamental result relating submodular set functions and piecewise linear convex functions, called the Lov asz extension [23] . It allows the extension of a set function defined on the vertices of the hypercube f0; 1g p to the full hypercube ½0; 1 p :
Definition 5 (Lov asz extension [23] ). Consider a set function l : PðV Þ ! R where jV j ¼ p. The Lov asz extension l : ½0; 1 p ! R of l is defined as follows: 8s 2 ½0; 1 p we order its components in decreasing order as s
Associated with a submbodular function there are two polyhedra are commonly introduced:
Definition 6. For a submodular function l, we call
lðAÞg the submodular polyhedron, and BðlÞ ¼ P ðlÞ \ fs 2 R p j P i2V s i ¼ lðV Þg the base polyhedron.
The Lov asz extension connects submodular set functions and convex functions. Furthermore, we may substitute convex optimization of the Lov asz extension for discrete optimization of a submodular set function:
Proposition 3 (Greedy algorithm [23] , [24] ). We have a submodular function l such that lð;Þ ¼ 0, 8s 2 ½0; 1 p we order its components in decreasing order as in Definition 5 with a permutation p. We denote m
. . . ; ð p jÀ1 gÞ, then m is on the base polyhedron i.e., m 2 BðlÞ, and
A proof with detailed analysis can be found in [25, Propositions 3.2 to 3.5]. That is to say, to find a maximum of sm, which is the same procedure as computing a subgradient of the Lov asz extension, is precisely the following procedure:
(i) sort the p components of s, which is in Oðp log pÞ; (ii) compute the value of sm which needs OðpÞ oracle accesses to the set function.
Proposition 4 (Equivalence between the greedy algorithm and maximization over permutations). The
Lov asz extension can equivalently be written A proof of this proposition is given in [25, Proposition 3.6]. We then take the advantage of this proposition to define a novel convex surrogate for submodular loss functions.
Lov asz Hinge
We propose our novel convex surrogate for submodular functions in Definition 7.
Definition 7. For l submodular, the Lov asz hinge L is defined as the unique operator such that LDðy; gðxÞÞ :¼ max
where ðÁÞ þ ¼ maxðÁ; 0Þ, p is a permutation
and g p j ðxÞ is the p j th coordinate of gðxÞ (cf. Equation (17)).
Note that the Lov asz hinge is itself an extension of the Lov asz extension (defined over the p-dimensional unit cube) to R p . For l being submodular increasing, we threshold each negative component of s i.e., s p j ¼ 1 À g p j ðxÞy p j to zero. As l being increasing, the components l fp 1 ; . . . ; p j g À Á À l fp 1 ; . . . ; p jÀ1 g À Á will always be non-negative. Then LDðy; gðxÞÞ in Definition 7 case 1 is always non-negative. While in Definition 7 case 2, we don't apply the thresholding strategy on the components of s, but instead on the entire formulation.
We show in the following propositions that these two definitions yield surrogates that are indeed convex and extensions of the corresponding loss functions.
Proposition 6. For a submodular non-negative loss function l, the Lov asz hinge as in Definition 7 case 2 is convex and yields an extension of D.
Proof. We first demonstrate the "convex" part. It is clear that taking a maximum over linear functions is convex. The thresholding to non-negative values similarly maintains convexity.
We then demonstrate the "extension" part. From the definition of extension as in Equation (19) as well as the notation concerning the vertices of the unit cube as in Equation (21)
As a result, the permutation p that sorts the components of s decreasing on the vertices is actually
with fp 1 ; . . . ; p k g a permutation of fjjj 2 Ig, s
We then reformulate the inside part of the right-hand side of Definition 7 case 2 as
Then for non-negative l, thresholding is redundant. As a consequence we have
which validates that LDðy; gðxÞÞ yields an extension of Dðy; gðxÞÞ. t u Proposition 7. For a submodular increasing loss function l , the Lov asz hinge as in Definition 7 case 1 is convex and yields an extension of D.
Proof. We first demonstrate the "convex" part. When l is
. . . ; p jÀ1 g À Á will always be positive for all p j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; pg. So it's obvious that m p j Â maxð0; s p j Þ will always be convex with respect to s p j 2 R for any given m p j ! 0. As the convex function set is closed under the operation of addition, the Lov asz hinge is convex in R p . We note that on the vertex I, we have s 2 f0; 1g p as in Equation (36) , then the positive threshold on the components of s j can be removed. With the same procedure as in Equation (37), LDðy; gðxÞÞ yields an extension of Dðy; gðxÞÞ. t u Although Definition 7 case 1 and case 2 is convex and yields an extension for both increasing and non-monotonic losses, we rather apply Definition 7 case 1 for increasing loss functions. This will ensure the Lov asz hinge is an analogue to a standard hinge loss in the special case of a symmetric modular loss. We formally state this as the following proposition:
Proposition 8. For a submodular increasing loss function l, the Lov asz hinge as in Definition 7 case 1 thresholding negative s p j to zero, coincides with an SVM (i.e., additive hinge loss) in the case of Hamming loss.
Proof. The hinge loss for a set of p training samples is defined to be ' hinge ðy; gðxÞÞ :¼
Following the previous notation, we will interpret gðx i Þ ¼ g i ðxÞ. For a modular loss, the Lov asz hinge in Definition 7 case 1 simplifies to
For the Hamming loss lðfjgÞ ¼ 1; 8j and LDðy; gðxÞÞ ¼ ' hinge ðy; gðxÞÞ. t u Lemma 1. The convex closure of a set function l is the largest function l c : ½0; 1 p ! R [ fþ1g such that (a) l c is convex and (b) for all A V; l c ð1 A Þ lðAÞ, where 1 A is a binary vector such that the ith element is one iff i 2 A and zero otherwise. The Lov asz extension of a submodular function l coincides with its convex closure [25] , [28] . Proposition 9. The Lov asz hinge has an equal or higher value than slack and margin rescaling inside the unit cube.
Proof. Inside the unit cube s 2 ½0; 1 p , ðs i Þ ¼ s i for all i and the Lov asz hinge coincides with the Lov asz extension. Then by Lemma 1 we have that the Lov asz hinge inside the unit cube is the maximum convex extension, and therefore slack and margin rescaling must have equal or lesser values. t u Corollary 1. Slack and margin rescaling may have additional inflection points inside the unit cube that are not present in the Lov asz hinge. This is a consequence of Proposition 9 and the fact that all three are piecewise linear extensions, and thus have identical values on the vertices of the unit cube. One can also visualize this in Fig. 3 .
Another reason that we use a different threshold strategy on s for increasing or non-monotonic losses is that we cannot guarantee that the Lov asz hinge is always convex if we threshold each negative component s p j to zero for nonmonotonic losses. 
As m p j < 0 by assumption, we have that the partial derivative at s p j < 0 is larger than the partial derivative at s p j > 0, and the loss surface cannot therefore be convex. t u
Figs. 4a and 4b show an example of the loss surface when l is non-monotonic. We can see that the decreasing element leads to a negative subgradient at one side of a vertex, while on its other side the subgradient is zero due to the fact that we still apply the thresholding strategy. Thus it leads to a non-convex surface.
Complexity of Subgradient Computation
We explicitly present the cutting plane algorithm for solving the max-margin problem as in Equation (13) in Algorithm 2. The novelties are: (i) in Line 5 we calculate the upper bound on the empirical loss by the Lov asz hinge; (ii) in Line 6 we calculate the loss gradient by the computation relating to the permutation p instead of to all possible outputsỹ. Algorithm 2. Cutting Plane Algorithm for Solving the Problem in Equation (13) Fig. 4 . Lov asz hinge with submodular non-monotonic l while thresholding negative components of s is still applied (cf. the caption of Fig. 3 for the axes notation). Plotted as the red dots, lðf1gÞ ¼ lðf2gÞ ¼ 1 is larger than lðf;gÞ ¼ 0 and lðf1; 2gÞ ¼ 0:5. Thus l is non-monotonic. Although the red dots touch the surface, the surface is no longer convex due to the thresholding strategy.
As the computation of a cutting plane or loss gradient is precisely the same procedure as computing a value of the Lov asz extension, we have the same computational complexity, which is Oðp log pÞ to sort the p coefficients, followed by OðpÞ oracle accesses to the loss function [23] . This is precisely an application of the greedy algorithm to optimize a linear program over the submodular polytope as shown in Proposition 3. In our implementation, we have employed a one-slack cutting-plane optimization with ' 2 regularization analogous to [29] . We observe empirical convergence of the primal-dual gap at a rate comparable to that of a structured output SVM (Fig. 8) .
Visualization of Convex Surrogates
For visualization of the loss surfaces, in this section we consider a simple binary classification problem with two elements with non-modular loss functions
Then with different values for lð;Þ, lðf1gÞ, lðf2gÞ and lðf1; 2gÞ, we can have different modularity or monotonicity properties of the function l which then defines D. We illustrate the Lov asz hinge, slack and margin rescaling for the following cases:
(i) submodular increasing: lð;Þ ¼ 0; lðf1gÞ ¼ lðf2gÞ ¼ 1; lðf1; 2gÞ ¼ 1:2, (ii) submodular non-monotonic:
lð;Þ ¼ 0; lðf1gÞ ¼ lðf2gÞ ¼ 1; lðf1; 2gÞ ¼ 0:4, and (iii) supermodular increasing:
lð;Þ ¼ 0; lðf1gÞ ¼ lðf2gÞ ¼ 1; lðf1; 2gÞ ¼ 2:8. In Fig. 3 , the x axis represents the value of s 1 , the y axis represents the value of s 2 in Equation (35) , and the z axis is the convex loss function given by Equations (22) and (23), and Definition 7 for different loss functions. We plot the values of l as solid dots at the vertices of the hypercube.
We observe first that all surfaces are convex. For the Lov asz hinge with a submodular increasing function in Figs. 3a and 3b , the thresholding strategy adds two hyperplanes on the left and on the right, while convexity is maintained. We observe then that all the solid dots corresponding to the discrete loss fuction values touch the surfaces, which empirically validates that the surrogates are extensions of the discrete loss. Here we set l as symmetric functions, while the extensions can be also validated for asymmetric increasing set functions.
We additionally plot the Lov asz hinge with a nonmonotonic function while the thresholding strategy on s is still applied in Fig. 4 . Compared to Figs. 3c and 3d, convexity is lost due to the thresholding strategy on negative components of s.
JACCARD LOSS
The Jaccard index score is a popular measure for comparing the similarity between two sample sets, widely applied in diverse prediction problems such as structured output prediction [6] , social network prediction [30] and image segmentation [31] . It is used in the evaluation of popular computer vision challenges, such as PASCAL VOC [32] and ImageNet [33, Section 4.2]. In this section, we introduce the Jaccard loss based on the Jaccard index score, and we prove that the Jaccard loss is a submodular function with respect to the set of mispredicted elements.
We will use P y ; Pỹ V to denote sets of positive predictions. We define the Jaccard loss to be [6] D J ðy;ỹÞ :
We now show that this is submodular under the isomorphism ðy;ỹÞ ! A :¼ fijy i 6 ¼ỹ i g, D J ðy;ỹÞ ffi lðAÞ. We will use the diminishing returns definition of submodularity as in Definition 2. We will denote m :¼ jP y j > 0, p :¼ jPỹ n P y j, and n :¼ jP y n Pỹj. With this notation, we have that
For a fixed groundtruth y, we have for two sets of mispredictions A and B ifB A; then n B n A ; p B p A :
We first prove two lemmas about the submodularity of the loss function restricted to additional false positives or false negatives.
Lemma 2. D J restricted to marginal false negatives is submodular.
Proof. If i is an extra false negative
Then we have 
which also complies with the definition of submodularity.
t u Proposition 11. D J is submodular.
Proof. Lemmas 2 and 3 cover mutually exclusive cases whose union covers all possible marginal mistakes. As the diminishing returns property of submodularity (Equation (8)) holds in both cases, it also holds for the union. t u
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We validate the Lov asz hinge on a number of different experimental settings. 1 In Section 6.1, we demonstrate a synthetic problem motivated by an early detection task. Next, we show that the Lov asz hinge can be employed to improve image classification measured by the Jaccard loss on the PASCAL VOC dataset in Section 6.2. Multi-label prediction with submodular losses is demonstrated on the PASCAL VOC dataset in Section 6.3, and on the MS COCO dataset in Section 6.4. A summary of results is given in Section 6.5.
A Synthetic Problem
We designed a synthetic problem motivated by early detection in a sequence of observations. As shown in Fig. 5 , each star represents one sample in a bag and p ¼ 15 samples form one bag. In each bag, the samples are arranged in a chronological order, with samples appearing earlier drawn from a different distribution than later samples. The red and magenta dots represent the early and late positive samples, respectively. The blue dots represent the negative samples. For the negative samples, there is no change in distribution between early and late samples, while the distribution of positive samples changes with time (e.g., as in the evolution of cancer from early to late stage).
We define the loss function as
where
. By this formulation, we penalize early mispredictions more than late mispredictions. This is a realistic setting in many situations where, e.g., early detection of a disease leads to better patient outcomes. The loss l sub measures the misprediction rate up to the current time while being limited by an upper bound
As D is a positively weighted sum of submodular losses, it is submodular. We additionally train and test with the 0-1 loss, which is equivalent to an SVM and Hamming loss in the Lov asz hinge. We use different losses during training and during testing, then we measure the empirical loss values of one prediction as the average loss value for all images shown in Table 1 . We have trained on 1,000 bags and tested on 5,000 bags. M and S denote the use of the submodular loss with margin and slack rescaling, respectively. As this optimization is intractable, we have employed the approximate optimization procedure of [22] . As predicted by theory, training with the same loss function as used during testing yields the best results. Slack and margin rescaling fail due to the necessity of approximate inference, which results in a poor discriminant function. By contrast, the Lov asz hinge yields the best performance on the submodular loss.
PASCAL VOC Image Classification
We consider an image classification task on the Pascal VOC dataset [32] . This challenging dataset contains around 10,000 images of 20 classes including animals, handmade and natural objects such as person, bird, aeroplane, etc. In the training set, which contains 5,011 images of different categories, the number of positive samples varies largely, we evaluate the prediction on the entire training/testing set with the Jaccard loss as in Equation (43).
We use Overfeat [34] to extract image features following the procedure described in [35] . Overfeat has been trained for the image classification task on ImageNet ILSVRC 2013, and has achieved good performance on a range of image classification problems.
We compare learning with the Jaccard loss with the Lov asz hinge with learning an SVM (labeled 0-1 in the Fig. 5 . The disributions of samples for a synthetic binary classification problem motivated by the problem of early detection in a temporal sequence. As in, e.g., disease evolution, the distribution of early stage samples differs from that of late stage samples. The Lov asz hinge, slack rescaling, and margin rescaling are labeled as L, S and M, respectively. We have also trained an SVM (labeled 0-1) for comparison. During testing, we test with D 1 and a 0-1 loss.
1. Source code is available for download at https://github.com/ yjq8812/lovaszhinge. results tables). The empirical error values using different loss function during test time are shown in Table 2 .
PASCAL VOC Multilabel Prediction
We consider next a multi-label prediction task on the Pascal VOC dataset [32] , in which multiple labels need to be predicted simultaneously and for which a submodular loss over labels is to be minimized. Fig. 6 shows example images from the dataset, including three categories i.e., people, tables and chairs. If a subsequent prediction task focuses on detecting "people sitting around a table", the initial multilabel prediction should emphasize that all labels must be correct within a given image. This contrasts with a traditional multilabel prediction task in which a loss function decomposes over the individual predictions. The misprediction of a single label, e.g., person, will preclude the chance to predict correctly the combination of all three labels. This corresponds exactly to the property of diminishing returns of a submodular function.
While using classic modular losses such as 0-1 loss, the classifier is trained to minimize the sum of incorrect predictions, so the complex interaction between label mispredictions is not considered. In this work, we use a new submodular loss function and apply the Lov asz hinge to enable efficient convex risk minimization. In his experiment, we choose the most common combination of three categories: person, chairs and dining table. Objects labeled as difficult for object classification are not used in our experiments.
For the experiments, we repeatedly sample sets of images containing one, two, and three categories. The training/validation set and testing set have the same distribution. For a single iteration, we sample 480 images for the training/validation set including 30 images with all labels, and 150 images each for sets containing zero, one, or two of the target labels. More than 5,000 images from the entire dataset are sampled at least once as we repeat the experiments with random samplings to compute statistical significance. In this task, we first define the submodular loss function as follows:
where is the Hadamard product, l max is the maximal risk value, b > 0 is a coefficient vector of size p that accounts for the relative importance of each category label. 
where I ¼ fjjỹ j 6 ¼ y j g is the set of mispredicted labels. The first part, 1 À exp ÀjIj ð Þ, is a concave function depending only on the size of I, as a consequence it is a submodular function; the second part is a modular function that penalizes labels proportionate to the coefficient vector b as above. The results with this submodular loss are shown in Table 3 . We additionally train and test with the 0-1 loss, which is equivalent to an SVM.
We compare different losses employed during training and during testing. M and S denote the use of the submodular loss with margin and slack rescaling, respectively. The empirical results with this submodular loss are shown in Table 3 .
Microsoft COCO Multilabel Prediction
In this section, we consider the multi-label prediction task on Microsoft COCO dataset. On detecting a dinner scene, the initial multi-label prediction should emphasize that all labels must be correct within a given image, while MS COCO provides more relating categories e.g., people, dinning tables, forks or cups. Submodular loss functions coincides with the fact that misprediction of a single label, e.g., person, will preclude the chance to predict correctly the combination of all labels. Fig. 7 shows example images from the Microsoft COCO dataset [36] .
The Microsoft COCO dataset [36] is an image recognition, segmentation, and captioning dataset. It contains more We train with Jaccard loss using the Lov asz Hinge labeled L, as well as learning an SVM (labeled 0-1). For each of the 20 categories, we test with the Jaccard loss and a 0-1 loss. Fig. 6 . Examples from the PASCAL VOC dataset. Figs. 6a and 6b contain three categories: People, table and chair. Fig. 6c contains table and chair.
than 70 categories, more than 300,000 images and around 5 captions per image. We have used frequent itemset mining [37] to determine the most common combination of categories in an image. For sets of size 6, these are: person, cup, fork, knife, chair and dining table.
For the experiments, we repeatedly sample sets of images containing k (k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6) categories. The training/validation set and testing set have the same distribution. For a single iteration, we sample 1,050 images for the training/ validation set including 150 images each for sets containing k (k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6) of the target labels. More than 12,000 images from the entire dataset are sampled at least once as we repeat the experiments to compute statistical significance.
In this task, we first use a submodular loss function as follows:
where I ¼ fjjy j 6 ¼ỹ j g is the set of mispredicted labels. 1 À exp ÀjIj ð Þ, is a concave function depending only on the size of I, as a consequence it is a submodular function, a is a positive coefficient that effect the increasing rate of the concave function thus the submodularity of the set function. In the experiment we set a ¼ 1 (cf. Table 4) .
We have also carried out experiments with the submodular loss function used in VOC experiments
where we set b ¼ ½1 0:8 0:7 0:6 0:5 0:4 T according to the size of the object that we order the category labels as person, dining table, chair, cup, fork and knife (cf. Table 4 ).
In addition, we use another submodular loss, which is a concave over modular function, as follows:
where m is a modular function for which the values on each element is defined as
where the F is the set of frequent itemsets that has been precalculated among training samples. This loss gives a higher penalty for mispredicting clustered labels that frequently co-occur in the training set (cf. Table 4 ). While the diminishing returns property of submodularity yields the correct cluster semantics: if we already have a large set of mispredctions, the joint prediction is already poor and an additional misprediction has a lower marginal cost. We compare different losses employed during training and during testing. We also train and test with the 0-1 loss, which is equivalent to an SVM. M and S denote the use of the submodular loss with margin and slack rescaling, respectively. As this optimization is NP-hard, we have employed the simple application of the greedy approach as is common in (non-monotone) submodular maximization (e.g., [38] ).
We repeated each experiment 10 times with random sampling in order to obtain an estimate of the average performance. Table 4 shows the cross comparison of average loss Fig. 7 . Examples from the Microsoft COCO dataset. Fig. 7a contains all the categories of interest (cf. Section 6); Fig. 7b contains dining table, fork and cup; Fig. 7c is not a dining scene but contains people.
values (with standard error) using different loss functions during training and during testing for the COCO dataset.
Empirical Results
From the empirical results in Tables 1, 2 , 3 and 4, we can see that training with the same submodular loss functions as used during testing yields the best results. Slack and margin rescaling fail due to the necessity of approximate inference, which results in a poor discriminant function. By contrast, the Lov asz hinge yields the best performance when the submodular loss is used to evaluate the test predictions. We do not expect that optimizing the submodular loss should give the best performance when the 0-1 loss is used to evaluate the test predictions. Indeed in this case, the Lov asz hinge trained on 0-1 loss corresponds with the best performing system.
Figs. 8a and 8b show for the two submodular functions the primal-dual gap as a function of the number of cuttingplane iterations using the Lov asz hinge with submodular loss, as well as for a SVM (labeled 0-1), and margin and slack rescaling (labeled M and S). This demonstrates that the empirical convergence of the Lov asz hinge is at a rate comparable to an SVM, and is feasible to optimize in practice for real-world problems.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced a novel convex surrogate loss function, the Lov asz hinge, which makes tractable for the first time learning with submodular loss functions. In contrast to margin and slack rescaling, computation of the gradient or cutting plane can be achieved in Oðp log pÞ time. Margin and slack rescaling are NP-hard to optimize in this case, and furthermore deviate from the convex closure of the loss function (Corollary 1).
We have proven necessary and sufficient conditions for margin and slack rescaling to yield tight convex surrogates to a discrete loss function. These conditions are that the discrete loss be a (properly scaled) increasing function. However, it may be of interest to consider non-monotonic functions in some domains. The Lov asz hinge can be applied also to non-monotonic functions.
We have demonstrated the correctness and utility of the Lov asz hinge on different tasks. We have shown that training by minimization of the Lov asz hinge applied to multiple submodular loss functions, including the popular Jaccard loss, results in a lower empirical test error than existing methods, as one would expect from a correctly defined convex surrogate. Slack and margin rescaling both fail in practice as approximate inference does not yield a good approximation of the discriminant function. The causes of this have been studied in a different context in [39] , but are effectively due to (i) repeated approximate inference compounding errors, and (ii) erroneous early termination due to underestimation of the primal objective. We empirically observe that the Lov asz hinge delivers much better performance by contrast, and makes no approximations in the subgradient computation. Exact inference should yield a good predictor for slack and margin rescaling, but sub-exponential optimization only exists if P=NP. Therefore, the Lov asz hinge is the only polynomial time option in the literature for learning with such losses.
The introduction of this novel strategy for constructing convex surrogate loss functions for submodular losses points to many interesting areas for future research. Among them are then definition and characterization of useful loss functions in specific application areas. Furthermore, theoretical convergence results for a cutting plane optimization strategy are of interest.
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